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/AE charter nulled by eneral fraternit

'ng with the school." Part of the process to re-apply with the

university involved preparing a proposal that is currently over Students Kristine Bartanen, who felt a great deal of empathy
40pages long. According to New, SAE nationals didn't take for both SAE members at UPS and those alumni that particithis into account, and were condemnatory from the outset.
pated in the decision. "There was just tremendous sadness in
"They already had it set in their minds that we weren't men
that room," said Bartanen of the meeting where the suspen-.
of good character or anybody that SAE should be proud of,"
sion was decided.
said New. "They came in with the mindset that they needed to
"Man after man was saying how they never thought they
get rid of us." New further criticized the swift method by which
would have to do this," agreed Hoppe.
the national alumni commission came to their conclusion.
Nevertheless, both deans felt that this did not preclude the
"There were enough of us that they didn't
demise of the Greek system. "All along
approve of after a 30 minute interview
people have been saying that the univer"They already had it set in
that they thought it was best to cut their
sity supports having the Greek system,
losses," he said.
it supports having healthy chapters here,"
their minds that we weren't
The result of this action is that there
said Bartanen.
men of good character... They
are now only four fraternities at UPS, and
"We've been really happy with how
came in with the mindset that
while SAE hopes to return, it is a diffithe school has supported us," agreed
they needed to get rid of us."
cult process.
New. "After last spring's ruling, we've
"There is no guarantee, written in any
done what we needed to do, and the uni- Jordan New
document, that a group can come back,"
versity has been really fair with us," he
said Associate Dean of Student Develsaid. New plans on continuing to work
opment Jim Hoppe. He also stressed, however, that SAE does
toward an eventual return to campus, beginning with an aphave a chance to return to this campus, and that he had atpeal to the SAE national fraternity.
tended several productive meetings with SAE's student lead"This has been a chance for us to pull together, rather than
ers.
fall apart," said New. He also declared that many SAEs would
"If the consensus is that we need another chapter, which
work very hard to return to campus, including sophomores who
would seem likely, and that SAE would be in the best position
are not even official members of the house.
to come back and have a viable chapter in the next couple"I've been happy out of my mind with the leadership of our
year period, then that might be the way it goes," said Hoppe.
sophomore class, especially since they were only in the house
For the present, however, the university is not closed to other for three months, and have only seen the hardships we've been
options.
through," said New. "They've shown a whole lot of commit"This is an attractive campus for fraternities and sororities
ment to the house." He attributes much of their positive attito be at, so I imagine if anyone thought there was a chance,
tude to the fact that SAEs have been willing to own up to their
they would jump headfirst," said Hoppe, who has been conmistakes.
tacted by several Greek organizations in regards to founding it
"Our behavior was unacceptable, and we've admitted evnew chapter at UPS.
erything that we've done," said New. "We owe apologies to
As to the house in which the SAE's previously resided, any
the school...to the administration and the students that we made
campus group can apply to inhabit the facility, as long as the look bad."
application is in by April 1. At that juncture, a panel of faculty,
Although he knows it will be difficult, New and other SAEs
administration, and both Greek and non-affiliated students will
plan to appeal the sanction, and try to become recognized by
decide who will live in the house.
the university this year. They are even hopeful that they might
"This does highlight the importance of standards that chapbe able to do so by the April 1 deadline, and possibly even
ters need to uphold as a group or as individuals," said Dean of petition to get their house back.

Election results delayed

Campaign speeches spark fierce debate

ERYEIN IRESON

News Editor
In a decision that has caught many UPS students by surprise, Sigma Alpha Epsilon International Fraternity has decided to suspend the UPS chapter for at least two years. The
SAE chapter, which is already under suspension by the university and has been on probation of some sort for seven consecutive semesters, was due to re-apply for university recognition this spring. This long-term suspension was imposed by
a special alumni commission, which interviewed most members of the house last weekend before announcing their decision Feb. 18.
"They pulled the charter from the campus for two years,"
said Jordan New, a junior SAE who had been the vice president prior to last spring's suspension, and led the panel that
worked with the university administration to accelerate SAE's
return. "The idea is to wait until all of us graduate, and then
start anew," he said.
According to New, a large factor in the decision was due to
the fact that SAE had been financially shaky for years from
embezzlement or budgeting troubles over five years ago. As a
result, SAE could not afford to pay their dues to the national
office, so they got behind in activating members.
"Paying our dues went to activate people that were two,
maybe three years ahead of us because we were so far in debt,"
said New. He also pointed out that although the general fraternity knew of this financial difficulty, they did little to help
until it was too late. As a result, New felt that this decision was
unfair, because SAE had to pay for the mistakes of men who
are long since departed from this school.
New also said that this suspension is in part due to the events
that initially placed the fraternity on suspension last spring,
but that the general fraternity was just now getting around to
penalizing the chapter. He was disappointed that the general
fraternity didn't take action until just now, when the chapter
was preparing its proposal for the university.
"Nationals coming at the last minute really caught us by
surprise," said New. "We assumed that [they] wouldn't be out
main concern, so we worked very hard to get on good stand-

BRYEIN IRESON

News Editor
The ASUP%Elections
Committee utilized a littleknown clause late Wednesday night allowing them to
wait 36 hours after elections
before announcing results.
"The Elections Committee is exercising article IV
section 4 subsection E.5.L.
of the ASUPS Bylaws, announcing the election results
to the candidates and the
media no later than 36 hours
after polls closed to ensure
valid election results," said
a statement released Feb. 21.
"This is to ensure a fair

and accurate count," said
ASUPS President Ryan
Mello. As to the reasons for
this delay, neither Mello nor
the Elections Committee
would comment.
In addition, emergency
meetings of the Student Senate and the Governance Committee were called. The Governance Committee is responsible for interpreting and
editing ASUPS' constitution
and bylaws.
While an exact release date
was not set, the Elections
Committee is restrained by
the 36 hour time limit, so the
results will be announced by
Friday afternoon.

dent of his high school student body.and
has had the experience of running his own
company.
The presidential and vice-presidential
"Right now we don't have enough
debates Monday evening in Marshall money to support small organizations.
Hall brought up three issues: Student's Some only get $200 while Crosscurrents
Bill of Rights and Responsibilities, gets $11,000," said Grabner.
money allocation to small clubs and orBahar asserted he had actually brought
ganizations and rapport with the admin- people from various clubs into the senate
istration.
to voice their need for more money.
Junior David Bahar, a presidential
All candidates were concerned with the
candidate, focused on the need to give fate of the Student's Bill of Rights. "If
students a voice. Bahar emphasized that the administration doesn't recognize the
his three-year experience as ASUPS resi- Bill of Rights, it doesn't mean anything;
dential senator would enable him to give it's just a piece of paper," said Grabner.
this voice to students.
Other speakers included: Scott
Sophomore Reagan Grabner, also a Flichtbeil and Trina Olson for the posipresidential candidate, stressed his con- tion of vice president, Nick Lowe for
nection with the freshman and sopho- president, David White for senator at
more classes. Although Grabner has little large and Mike Radcliffe and Ken Hartexperience with ASUPS, he was presi- ford for senior senator.
LAUREN EDMONDS

Staff Writer

Nick Lowe campaigned as a
write-in presidential candidate
after losing the primary.
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appeal was made in a letter handed over to the leaders of two
ethnic Albanian parties in Serbia's Presevo Valley, where an
upsurge in fighting in recent months has alarmed Western
officials.
The letter, signed by Covic on behalf of the governments
of Yugoslavia and its dominant republic Serbia, stressed the
need to solve the crisis peacefully.
"We appeal to the Albanian national community's representatives to accept a dialogue as the only possible way of
crisis resolution," it said. "We expect from the Albanian national community to take immediate measures for ending all
terrorist acts, propose its representatives for a dialogue and
accept an urgent start of a dialogue."

NATIONAL
One Dartmouth suspect waives extradition
Prime Minister Ehud Barak shakes hands
with his replacement, Arid Sharon.

Barak backs out of Sharon government
JERUSALEM - Outgoing Israeli leader Ehud Barak has
said he was quitting politics, a decision that could pave the
way for Prime Minister-elect Ariel Sharon to form a wide
coalition better equipped to reach peace with the Palestinians, despite past failures.
In a surprise move late Tuesday, caretaker Prime Minister
Barak resigned as Labor Party chairman and decided to turn
down an offer to be defense minister in Sharon's government. He is also leaving parliament.
"He presented me his resignation in a detailed letter that
presents all the problems, why he reached this conclusion
and decision," Labor Party secretary Raanan Cohen told Israel Radio. Barak's resignation is effective immediately.

NEW CASTLE, Ind. - A high school honor student charged
in the stabbing deaths of two married Dartmouth College professors agreed to be sent back to New England to face prosecution on Tuesday, but his alleged teen-age accomplice
elected to remain in an Indiana jail.
Robert Tulloch, 17, looked around the crowded Henry
County Superior Court room quizzically, apparently surprised
by the crowd of media packed into the room. He answered
"yes sir" in a clear voice to several questions from Judge
Michael Payton who asked him if he understood the proceeding and his rights.
He was led away after agreeing to waive extradition to New
Hampshire and officials said the honor student and high school
student council president would be returned there on Wednesday.
Later in the day an extradition hearing was set for Feb. 27
for James Parker, 16, Tulloch's alleged accomplice. It was
not clear if Parker would fight extradition.

FBI expert charged with betraying agents
Iraq slams 'Smart Sanctions,' resumes firing
BAGHDAD - Iraq Tuesday denounced British and U.S.
ideas for easing sanctions as "poison" and the Pentagon said
Baghdad had resumed firing at allied warplanes despite raids
last week designed to damage Iraqi air defenses.
British officials said Iraq policy, including sanctions, would
be reviewed by British Prime Minister Tony Blair and US
President George Bush when they meet Friday and Saturday
at Camp David, the U.S. presidential retreat.
A senior British diplomat will meet U.S. officials in Washington Thursday to explore a switch to "smart sanctions" focused more tightly on banning arms imports and ending controls on civilian goods imposed after Iraq's 1990 invasion of
Kuwait.

Brazil prison riots after other uprisings quelled
SAO PAULO, Brazil - Inmates at a prison in Sao Paulo
state rioted and took guards hostage on Tuesday, just a day
after police quelled Brazil's biggest-ever uprising at other
prisons, police said.
Authorities said 800 rioting inmates held seven guards hostage at a prison in Pirajui, in the interior of Sao Paulo state,
after they refused to return to their cells from their daily sunbathing time.
The isolated incident came one day after police put down
the most widespread revolt in the history of Brazil's overcrowded prisons, which tore through 29 prisons in wealthy
and populous Sao Paulo state, involving 20,000 men.
The death toll related to the mass riots that ended on Monday rose to 19 after three inmates who were being transferred
from a rioting prison were found dead from suffocation in a
van in the rural interior.

Belgrade seeks talks to end Serbian violence
BELGRADE - The Yugoslav leadership called on ethnic
Albanian political leaders in southern Serbia on Tuesday to
agree to hold urgent talks about ending violence in a tense
area east of U.N.-run Kosovo.
Serbian Deputy Prime Minister Nebojsa Covic said the

WASHINGTON - An FBI counter-intelligence expert was
charged with betraying Soviet double agents and selling secrets to Moscow in what experts called one of the worst espionage cases in recent U.S. history.
Robert Philip Hanssen was arrested on Sunday after FBI
agents watched him drop off a package of classified information at a park
near his northern Virginia home, which
was to be picked up by his Russian handlers.
FBI director Louis Freeh said
Hanssen, a 25-year FBI veteran, had
access to some of the "most sensitive
and highly classified information" in Hanssen
the U.S. government.
Hanssen, 56, who has six children, was alleged to have
been paid $1.4 million by the Russians in cash and diamonds.
Prosecutors said he could face a possible death sentence for
each of two formal charges laid against him.

Firestone recalls tires on 23,000 Nissans
DETROIT - In a new blow to the embattled tire maker,
Firestone said on Tuesday it was voluntarily recalling about
98,500 tires, mostly on Nissan Altima sedans, the second recall since the company pulled millions of tires off the market
last summer.
Since last August, Firestone has recalled over 6.5 million
ATX, ADM and Wilderness AT tires linked to over 170 deaths
in the United States alone. Hundreds of lawsuits against
Firestone are still pending over tread separation and blowouts of these tires. In addition, the federal government is still
investigating the tire company.
News Around the Globe is compiled weekly
by Emily Fahrenbach, Assistant News Editor
Sources include The Associated Press, Reuters,
USAToday Online and ABCNEWS Online.

Cooperation urged
for Middle East peace
DAVID ANDERSON

Staff Writer
This Tuesday,
leaders of both
Palestinian and
Jewish communities met in the Rotunda to discuss
their respective
views on the situz
ation in the Middle
S
East. Despite the
tension in that embattled region, Rabbi Mark Glickman urged
however, the only Jews and Palestinians alike to
raised voices at the continue working for peace.
lecture were those
asking questions without the Jerusalem.
"[The situation is like] all of
benefit of a microphone. During the Middle East Forum us standing on a clock, we
titled "Visions of a New don't know where we're going,
Jerusalem," Zahi Haddad and but someone is going to get
Rabbi Mark Glickman ex- ticked off," Glickman said, alplored the different ways that though he admitted that he was
the two communities of no expert in diplomatic affairs.
Also, Glickman offered his
people in the Middle East
view of Jerusalem as a city of
might work together.
"My main objective...is duality. According to
working on and finding a path Glickman, there existed both
to peace for my people the 'the heavenly Jerusalem of poPalestinians," said Haddad to tential and an earthly Jerusaopen the discussion. He then lem of violence. Glickman told
added that peace in the Middle the story of studying in JerusaEast will not come quickly, lem during college and hearnor without strife. Haddad ing Jewish children singing as
also warned that neither Jews they ran up the street. Overnor Palestinians could or whelmed by this, Glickman liswould accept a peace based on tened closer to hear one child
ask the other, "Do you rememone-sided concessions.
"You have not convinced a ber the theme song for `The Aman just because you have si- Team' ?" Glickman remarked
lenced him," Haddad said. He dryly that even more amazing
expressed fears that such a than children singing in Jerusapeace would inevitably erupt lem was hearing the "A-Team"
into the type of violence seen theme song in Hebrew.
Glickman gained inspiration
today in Israel.
Haddad also voiced con- from the event, despite the hucerns over the new leadership mor in that story.
"Jerusalem is the only city
in Israel, relating the story of
his uncle, who was killed in a in the world where you can see
bomb blast set off by a Jew- people fight, kick and elbow to
ish gang. Haddad laid the get onto a city bus, and once
blame at the feet of the leader aboard offer their seat to an
of that gang, Ariel Sharon. elderly man," said Glickman.
Sharon is the newly-elected Unfortunately, he added, the
Prime Minister of Israel, and heavenly Jerusalem exists
has been controversial for his largely in dream. Glickman excheckered military past. In pressed his hope that if both
spite of that, Haddad ex- sides realized the "universal
pressed confidence that peace dream" of a heavenly Jerusalem, then they could make it a
was attainable.
Haddad cited several of the reality.
The main problem that Jews
recent and not-so-recent proposals for peace, including face, said Glickman, is that
granting the same status and they do not see much progress.
the same rights to Palestinians Both sides of the conflict run
that the Israelis enjoy now un- the risk of giving up the fight
der a more democratic state. for peace out of sheer frustraWhatever decisions were tion and fatigue, he said.
Despite this, Glickman was
made, however, Haddad emphasized that they, "must be still hopeful.
"Here you have a leader of
enforced by international law,
not sit on a UN shelf collect- Palestinians and a leader of
Jews, sitting at the same table
ing dust."
mirrored as friends, gaining knowledge.
Glickman
Haddad's sentiments while We don't always agree, but we
providing his own "vision" of can talk," he said.
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If you have information about any
newsworthy events around campus,
call The Trail at 1794197
or email fraileupledu.

CBO T A 0()".51101V?
_Lc cloy have a question or concern about the
Oniversitti, or even a trivial int)irj on an
outside Dibiect,
s
contact OrnailOups.atio. A
search orihin our diverse resources can
provide an "A" to neat anj

BORED? CALL...

THE WHAT'S UPS?! LINE
879-3316
YOUR ON AND OFF CAMPUS
EVENTS LISTING
SPONSORED BY ASUPS

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com .

REDEFINE YOUR WORLD!

Peace Corps to visit UPS
Tuesday, February 27, 2001
Wondering what to do after graduation? Peace Corps has the job for
you! We currently have a special need for people interested in
teaching English overseas.

Information Table: 9:30 am - 2:30 pm
Wheelock Student Center
"Redefine Your World" video and Q&A: 3:00 - 4:00 pm,
WSC's Murray Board Room, #106
Join Peace Corps' Steve Dunk for a video tour of the Peace Corps.
He will also be available for a Q&A session
(800) 424-8580 - Option 1
Visit our web site at www.peacecorps.gov
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Lecture addresses race issues
EMILY FAHRENBACH

Rutgers University, he began to question why blacks
have been oppressed in American society.
"When did institutionalized racism ever end in
"I became very angry during my four years in
this country?"
college. My anger, which was reactionary at the
This question was asked Feb. 15 by campus time, was directed at white people," Powell said.
speaker Kevin Powell. Powell, a journalist, author
Powell described years of confusion and "interand self-proclaimed activist, spoke at UPS last nalized racism, internalized self-hatred." He recalled
Thursday in Kilworth Chapel. His lecture, "Living wondering "Why did I worship John Travolta as a
in a Multicultural America," touched upon many child? Why not Sidney Poitier?"
applicable and noteHeralding educaworthy topics, partion as a means of
ticularly during the
dispelling ignorance,
advent of Black HisPowell began studytory Month.
ing black history, as
Powell opened his
well as political scilecture with the stateence, his main course
ment, "we're going to
of study. Instead of
have an honest diafinding shame in
logue here." Over the
what he uncovered,
course of the next two
Powell began a "prohours, subjects from
cess of what I call a
personal family hishealing." Instead of
tory to theories on the
looking down upon
impact of the hip- hop
women writers simmovement in America
ply for their gender,
were broached.
he began to read litPowell's family
erature such as Alice
originated in the
Walker's "The Color
South, yet he is a "first Kevin Powell addressed many issues in
Purple" and Zora
generation
his lecture, including racism, sexism and
Neale Hurston's
Northener," raised in
"Their Eyes Were
institutionalized governmental faults.
Jersey City, NJ. He
Watching God". In
first caught the nation's attention when he was a expanding his horizons, Powell realized "these
cast member on MTV's Real World (New York). books are about the women in my family."
He has written for such publications as "Rolling
Education was a main point of Powell's lecture.
Stone," "Essence," "The Washington Post," and was
Stating that "you can get a degree and not be intela senior writer for "Vibe" magazine.
ligent," he defined his interpretation of what the acMuch of Powell's voice comes from his own life tual meaning of an education is.
experiences. When he was a child, his grandfather
"Education is not just reading. Travelling is imdisappeared from his home in South Carolina. Sevportant. Read, study, travel, observe, learn a laneral days later, he was "found with food stuffed in guage, never stop observing. Question everything,"
his mouth, floating in a river," Powell said. Family said Powell. He additionally stated he believes
life was never easy either. Powell remembered his America is a "society founded on 'isms." He listed
siblings and he had only one sweater to share, and racism, classism, sexism and homophobia as vices
had to alternate days in which they went to school.
that continue to plague the nation.
These experiences had a strong impact on
"How can we begin to talk about living in a
Powell's growth into adulthood. While studying at multicultural society until we check our value systems?" he asked.
In regard to the influence of hip-hop
on today's culture, particularly the occasionally violent themes of the genre,
Powell would not allow blame for
society's ills to fall on hip-hop alone.
"It's not hip-hop's fault, it's American
society across the board," said Powell.
He responded to one of the more controversial figures of the music industry,
Eminem, by saying "he is a symbol of a
Your gift can make a dream come true for bigger problem." Powell also brought up
a loving couple who very much want to the thought that the number of black musicians that make it into the hip-hop inbe parents.
dustry as compared to the top manageWe're hoping for a bright, compassionate ment officers in production companies
is so disproportionate, and that "the
college educated woman,
people who created (hip-hop) don't even
21 - 32, height-weight proportionate,
own it."
Powell also criticized the electoral
in excellent health with a
college, a system of voting that comes
healthy family history and lifestyle.
from the 1780s. The clause of the South
Must have reliable transportation to the
demanding that slaves, who made up a
large portion of the population, would
Seattle area and a somewhat
account for three-fifths of a person each
flexible schedule.
still exists to this day; it was never taken
out, "for the record." Powell believes
from that philosophy, it's a "straight line
$2,500.00 compensation
to the Florida recount."
provided for your time and
"Five people decided for 100 million
who would be president of the United
effort. If you can help, please
States, including one confused, self-hatcall Sharon @ (206)285-4855.
ing negro named Clarence Thomas," said
Powell.

Assistant News Editor
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BARTELL DRUGS
Washington's Own Drugstores
111 :111.101 1GS.3.
.. 1
"

BARMA,

of our 50th Store...

TACOMA 6th & UNION
3601 6th Avenue

Store: 253-761-2520

Pharmacy: 253-761-1248

STORE HOURS

PHARMACY HOURS

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm
Saturday - 8 am - 8 pm
Sunday -9 am - 9 pm

Monday - Friday 9 am - 9 pm
Saturday 9 am - 6 pm
Sunday 10 am - 6 pm

fiatuleillade.

SONICARE

LISTERINE

VITAMINS & HERBAL
SUPPLEMENTS

THE SONIC
TOOTHBRUSH

ANTISEPTIC
MOUTHWASH

Choose from our
entire selection
Reg. 89.99

1

59.99

2 Pack Replacement Brush Heads
/2 Off Regular Retail

CH-2 or SH-2 - Reg. 24.99

19.99e

12 oz. Size - Reg. 8.29

5.99

Limit 4,
Please

2.99p,

I..d Firtath.044•
tire FAir, intettion
Ciogivit, 1

STASH
TEA
Assorted Varieties
20 to 24 Count
Tea Bags
Reg. 2.49

ADVIL IBUPROFEN
Caplets, Tablets or Gelcaps - 50 Count

Reg.
5.99

3.99ea.

12 Pack - 12 oz. Cans

COCA-COLA
PRODUCTS

v.,„ germs il,at

3.99ea.

ALCON
OPTI-FREE
EXPRESS
SOLUTION

USTERINE

Assorted Formulas
1 Liter Bottle
Reg. 5.19

1.49.
MIKE & IKE

MRS. FIELDS COOKIES
Assorted
Varieties
10 oz. Boxes

CANDY
Assorted Flavors 8 oz. Boxes

1.99e,

Sale prices effective through Sunday, February 25, 2001. We reserve the right to limit quantities.

For the Bartell Drugstore closest to you call: 1-877-227-8355 or online: www.bartelldrugs.com

•
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'Sweet November' gives viewers bitter aftertaste
workaholic, Nelson is never to be
seen without his cell phone, an arrogant remark and some prestigious
For a movie that was promised to award or another. He's
be a sad, sweet romantic comedy, storming toward success
"Sweet November" doesn't really and a heart attack at an
deliver. Predictable and unrealisti- early age when he fically contrived, the movie starts out n ally meets Sara
slow with far too much of Keanu Deevers (Theron).
Reeves' painful rendition of a jerk,
They get to know each other afthen speeds through what could be ter he manages to get her booted out
a really good movie with solid act- of her driver's license renewal test
ing by Charlize Theron.
at the DMV for cheating. She anThe movie is the remake of a 1968 nounces she can help him, though
film, of the same title, made by he doesn't want to be helped, if he
Sandy Dennis. The same interesting will live with her for a month. All
plot that is used in the first movie is he has to do is spend his November
explored in the current film. with her.
Advertising super-stud Nelson
As if the unrealistic chance meetMoss (Reeves) is powering his way ing wasn't enough to strain our disup the corporate ladder. As a serious belief-suspension capabilities to the
BETrk, MUMBEAD

Staff Writer

breaking point, the next plot turn
makes them snap like twigs.
Nelson finally goes crazy at work
while trying to land a
multimillion-dollar
client, which gets his
egotistical behind
fired from his job. To
make things even worse for him, his
girlfriend leaves him. All of this happens in just one day, one special day:
Nov. 1. How very convenient for
these two.
At this point the movie plot starts
zipping along at a fast pace. We are
quickly introduced into Sara's world,
which includes the only two real surprises in the movie, a truly delightful downstairs neighbor, Chaz,
played wonderfully by Jason Isaacs,
and an adorable neighbor boy, Abner

Mo vTo
FlovT

HoleCity.com offers
'news,' reviews for
short attention spans
liftISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
If you're looking for a new entertainment website and you enjoy The
Onion, HoleCity.com may be the
place for you.
In their own words, "We're an online community devoted to cornering smart-assedness on the Web.
Some of North America's funniest
writers, designers and programmers
saw a gaping void in cultural commentary. However, they all had real
jobs and lives and such, so we stole
their idea."
HoleCity has got irreverent, halfserious articles rather than the pure
comic fantasy of The Onion, such
as this week's "And
Napster Laughed,
as their "Weakly
Blurb." It is a commentary, sometimes
with "quotes," about
whatever the writer
felt like writing about this week, although it seems that it's usually
sports or TV. Last week's blurb was
"Man Enjoys Valentine's Day."
Each week has a theme, but it
doesn't seem like they stick to it very
religiously. This week's theme was
"The Conspiracy Issue," and they
talked about NASCAR, old bands
and those recommendation generators based on what you've previously bought, like on Amazon.com .
Well, maybe they all have some
link to conspiracy, if only in urban
legends. But it's amusing, anyway.
Added to this brief article on the
homepage are links to the
"TVHoIe," the "SportsHole," the
"FiveHole" (a list of five related
things, with witty descriptions of
why they belong there, such as this
week's "Five Immortalized by Weird

Al Yankovic") and the "NewsHole."
Each of these features a short, entertaining feature story and links to
the last six weeks' worth of the same.
At the end of each section's story,
there is a link to a forum to discuss
the issues brought out in the story
and occasionally a poll as well.
The one really original thing
HoleCity has going for it is that in
some of the longer articles (especially SportsHole articles), they link
specific words to really weird
websites that usually have nothing
to do with the words to which they
are linked.
Sites I've visited by clicking on
specific words include the bizarre
(lookinmyfridge.com ) and the completely disgusting
(burpsandfarts.com ),
as well as a page
where you can sign
up to lease your soul
to the devil "with an
option to fry." If you
don't care where you end up, these
links can be funnier than the stories.
It's always a surprise, though, because even if you roll over the link
with the pointer, it only tells you
what words you're rolling over, not
where the link leads.
Are you wondering what's good
on TV in the next couple days? Click
on "SinkHole," and it'll give you
two recommendations for tonight
and tomorrow. They rate them on a
scale of five Garofalos (in honor of
the comedienne Janeane) for television shows and five Dave Foleys
(from "Kids in the Hall") for movies showing on TV.
This website is bitingly funny and
extremely entertaining for those with
an open mind and a penchant for
wasting time. I could spend a lot of
time here, if I had any.

(Liam Aiken).
The first two weeks of November
really do offer some moments between the two main characters that
are sweet, funny and just a little on
the sad side.
Unfortunately, two weeks in
movie time just isn't that long.
Nelson predictably falls in love with
Sara and magically changes in those
first two weeks. This proves to be
the perfect time for Nelson to discover Sara's deep, dark secret.
The end of the film leaves the
viewer surprised and a little empty.
I'd give kudos to the script writer for
not giving the fairy tale ending Hollywood favors so much, but the ending they did give turned out to just
be not that good.
All in all, "Sweet November" dis-

appoints. I can't even say, "don't forget your Kleenex," because unless
you find a personal connection with
Sara's plight, you're just not going
to feel that bad.

"Sweet November"
Rating: **

Movie Rating
System

*
**
***
****

Not worth your time
Rent it when there's
nothing better to do
Worth seeing
one of these days
Run, don't walk, to
the theater!

..,agoste
UPS School of Music presents
'Dido and Aeneas' and "La Canterina'
Se. Feb. 24-, 7:30 p.m.
Concert Halt
$10.50 general, $6.50 student

Faculty Violin Recital
Pa. lob. 23, 7:30 p.m.
Concert Hall
Tickets $10.50 gen., $6.50 student/
Sr. citizen/faculty/staff/
Free to UPS students

University Theater presents

'A Streetcar Named Desire's
Fri. Feb. 23 7:30 p.m. and Sat. Feb.
24, 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Morton Clapp Theatre
Tickets $10.50 general, $6.50
student/Sr. citizen/faculty/staff

Seattle Open presents
'Tosca'
Feb. 24—March 10
Can (206) 989-7676 or
800426-1619 for information
Tacoma Little Theatre presents
`The Musical Comedy Murders of 1940'
Now through March
2 and 8 p.m. showings
$15 Adults, 013 Students and Seniors
Call (259)272-2281
for information and tickets
Seattle Repertory Theatre presents
'A Midsummer Might's Dmam
Now through March 17
Call (206) 449-2222
for information and tickets
Pork Pilled Players presents 'Dirty Laundry:
Airing Out the Family Hamper'
Mow- March 4
Pa. & Sat. 10:30 p.m./ Sun. 6:90 p.m.
08 gm., $6 stud., $5 soup, Theater offlackson
(206)-365-0282 for info

Campus Films presents 'Remember the
Titans'
Fri.-Sat. Feb. 23-24, 7:30 & 9 p.m.,
Sun. Feb 25 6:30 & 8 p.m.
MC OM, $1

Behnke Center for Contemporary
Performance presents
The Body Politic: Why Art Provokes
Tues. Feb.27, 7p.m.
Studio Theater
Call (206) 217-9888
for information
Tacoma More Guild presents
'The Beauty Queen of Leenanes'
Mow- Feb. 25
Theatre on the Square
012.50-028
Call (259)272-214-5
Tacoma Art Museum presents
'Art of Television and Glamour on Display'
Now through March 25
Call (253) 2724258
for information and tickets
Broadway Center for the Performing Atis presents
The Flying Kararnaza Brothers
Sun. lob. 25, 7:30p.m.
Neese Theatre
Call 591-504for information and tickets
015-034-
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Grammy field stronger than usual, still sucked
JOSH EPSTEIN

Staff Writer
By the time you read this, the Grammy Awards will have
come and passed. And by and large, as usual, the list of nominees looked pretty dismal on the whole. Every year I expect
something different, but no—it's a fact: the Grammys suck.
Especially for us elitist snobs who can't handle seeing overplayed, mass-produced, corporate drivel nominated, and victorious, year after year after year. Santana's awful Supernatural proved the adage that nobody ever goes broke underestimating the intelligence of the American public. In the meantime, it won about three gazillion awards.
This year's field could have been worse. Some very intelligent albums were up for consideration that they richly deserved.
Steely Dan's well-received Two Against Nature, Radiohead's
confounding Kid A, Beck's intoxicating Midnite Vultures and
Simon's encouraging You're the One accompanied the overexposed Marshall Mathers LP of everyone's favorite superstar, Eminem.
Many people, myself included, expected this album to be a
shoo-in. Not that I approved. I am simply amazed and astonished at the number of times I have heard this man referred to
as "brilliant." Brilliant? What's more brilliant about him, the
trivial inanities of his boring music or the repugnant personality behind it?
U2 and PJ Harvey, both of whom released highly acclaimed
pop/rock albums this year, were conspicuous omissions from
this particular category, although they were both represented
elsewhere in the field. I would have liked to see Moby's Play
here, too—though "Natural Blues" is represented in the Best
Dance Song category, the album as a whole was very fine.
U2's "Beautiful Day," for example, led a mostly soporific
Best Record category. Though Macy Gray's "I Try" received
more play than Bill Clinton on a singles cruise, it was a fine
song that deserved its place in the field. I cannot and will not

say the same for Destiny Child's "Say My Name," which left
plenty to be desired.
Perhaps the least outstanding category was New Artist. The
largest names on this one were Sisqo—ugh—and Papa
Roach—double ugh. Let's hope that these performers make
an exit as swift as their entrance. Shelby Lynne, on the other
hand, is one of the more promising acts that came around this
past year.
Now let's take on our favorite category: Pop. Woohoo! The
Best Female Vocal Performance category is singularly odd.
We all know that Christina Aguilera's "What a Girl Wants" is
the anthem for a generation. (I'm not joking! OK, that's a lie.
I'm joking.)
How she ended up in the same category with Joni Mitchell
(for her intriguing remake of "Both Sides Now," though I'd
stick with the original), I don't want to discuss. I feel the same
way about "Oops! I Did it Again..." Britney Spears, though
very, very cute, is one of my desert island artists—that is, please
leave her on one! Macy Gray and Madonna also occupied this
eclectic group.
The Male counterpart of this category consisted of a mediocre Don Henley song along with four people I can't stand.
Best Pop Group Performance: Barenaked Ladies and Steely
Dan, after years of reputable musical service, were rewarded
by sharing a list with the Backstreet Boys (they're back, all
right), the Corrs and (gulp!) *NSYNC. Way to go, fellas.
The Traditional Pop category had an impressive group, including Mitchell, the consistently excellent Rickie Lee Jones,

George Michael, and the greatest American diva ever: Barbra
Streisand, who's never sappy, never predictable, never overthe-top and who is a top-notch movie actress. My only concern was that Barbra needed this award to augment her faltering self-esteem; but my preference went to Jones.
In general, the R&B field could have been much worse.
D' Angelo's Voodoo was pretty much universally appreciated,
and R&B legends (snicker) Boyz II Men once again made their
presence felt. Joe, Jill Scott, Toni Braxton and the thongalicious
Sisqo also made the competition sweat. Yow!
As far as the categories that nobody pays attention to, Simon
Rattle's fantastic recording of Mahler's 10th led the classical
field, along with the Emerson Quartet's recordings of
Shostakovich's string quartets. Jeff Foxworthy, Dennis Miller,
George Carlin and Steve Harvey were up for best comedy album. With a less competitive group, Miller's performance on
Monday Night Football could probably have earned him a
double nomination, but no dice this year. And I just had no
idea what to expect from the Best Polka Album category. So
many options, so little time.
My votes (like you care) were as follows: Best Album:
Midnite Vultures. Best Record: "I Try." Best New Artist: Lynne.
Best Female Pop Vocal: "Both Sides Now." Best Male Pop
Vocal: Henley, "Taking You Home." Traditional Pop: Jones,
It's Like This. R&B: Voodoo.
But it's all over. Alas and alack. Never fear, though: next
year, we'll have a crew of inventive, intelligent, visionary
musicians striving for their big breaks. I can't wait.

'Outfoxed' continues Brown's tradition HEY, YOU!
of animal-themed, addictive mysteries
KRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
Rita Mae Brown's latest mystery, "Outfoxed," combines the best of her previous
books for an absorbing and eye-opening read.
The book is set in Jefferson, a small town
with a centuries-old passion for foxhunting.
The heroine is "Sister" Jane Arnold, the Master of the Hunt. She is respected and with good
reason—she is the best rider around as well as
one tough cookie. She is, however, getting on
in years and realizes that she needs to appoint
a joint master to help her with her
duties and take over when she has
to retire. The two main candidates,
Fontaine Burruss and Crawford
Howard, are polar opposites and can't stand
each other.
Fontaine is a native son, greatly admired,
friendly to everyone and free with his money
as well as his affections, much to the dismay
of his wife and children.
Crawford is a transplant from Indiana, stuffy
with old money and trying to buy his way into
everything, completely disregarding the value
of Southern gentility and that manners and tact
could get him much further in his new town.
Sister's decision threatens to split the hunt
into factions, so she must choose wisely. Stalling for more time, she plans to make her announcement after Opening Hunt, but when a
murder takes place during the event, Sister
postpones her decision, lest she choose the
murderer as her successor.
The rest of the book expounds on the next

few hunts and Sister's search for the killer. Her
shrewd conversation and sharp wits are absorbing and fun to follow, and the twists keep
coming, making the reader think quickly
throughout the novel.
One of Brown's trademarks in her mystery
fiction is to let the reader understand the animals' speech and conversations with each
other. This one is no different, so we are let in
on the rivalries among the new crop of foxhounds, the surprising alliance between the
foxhounds and the foxes they hunt, and the
cooperation of several birds: St. Just, whose
mate was killed by the red fox,
Target, and a huge owl named
00k
Athena. Sister's house pets, a
•

evi ew

Doberman named Raleigh and a

cat named Golliwog, also assist in
solving the murder.
Brown manages to include the animal
scenes with a real understanding of the animals' behavior, avoiding the cheese factor that
is known to go along with such things when
placed in adult fiction.
Brown's characters, both human and animal, are sharply and cleanly drawn, allowing
the reader to clearly picture each scene in his
or her head. This adds to the appeal of the already fascinating story, drawing even the completely clueless reader into the high tradition
of foxhunting. A useful and enriching glossary of hunting terms used in the story is included in the back of the-book.
The only complaint I had with this book is
that she left several loose ends I would have
liked to have seen tied up. She revealed the

murderer, but then ended the book a few pages
later without allowing most of the characters
(and there are many) to react to it, which I
would have found very interesting. Also, a will
was supposed to be read after the final hunt of
the novel, but that, too, was left hanging.
These flaws aside, however, I would recommend this book to any mystery lover, especially those with a passion for animals and
witty writing.

Got an idea for an A&E story?
Let us know! Call the Trail at
x3197 and leave a message, or
email kerickson@ups.edu .

Campus Films Presents:

RITA MAE
BROWN
Bestselling author of the Sneaky Pk Brown mystery series

Friday & Saturday 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Sunday 6 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT CAMPUS FILMS AT
WWW.ASUPS.UPS.EDUIEVENTS/FILMS
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Titanic brought alive atPacific
Pa c Science Center
SALLY BROWNING

Assistant A&E Editor

FREE
PREGNANCY TESTS

courtesyPacific ScienceCenter

The Pacific Science Center, located in
Seattle Center, has been working on
bringing a piece of history to the local
museum. "Titanic: The Artifact Exhibit"
opens to the public March 3 and runs
through Sept. 3.
Museum goers can relive the events
of the ominous night of April 14, 1912
first hand. The exhibit includes a massive piece of the Titanic's 15-ton hull retrieved from its resting place at the bottom of the Atlantic. Personal artifacts,
including letters, jewelry and suitcases,
can also be viewed. The showcase, which
will occupy over 12,000 square feet of
space in The Museum's Building 4, also
features re-created rooms, including a
replica of the grand staircase, much like
the one seen in James Cameron's famous
movie, "Titanic." The display even features a large ice wall, much like the iceberg that the Titanic ran into, that viewers can touch and explore.
The ship was found 963 miles northeast of New York City and 453 miles
south of Newfoundland,.and since 1987

work has been done at the Titanic's wreck
site to recover artifacts and learn more
about the fateful night that sent the 1,523
men, women and children aboard to their
watery graves.
The RMS Titanic Inc. recovery expedition used modern techniques including
Nautile, a tiny submarine with mechanical arms, in order to explore the site and
to recover the displayed items.
The in-depth traveling exhibit has already been seen by over seven million
people. Seattle is its much-awaited first
stop on the West Coast.
Along with the exhibit, The Pacific
Science Center will be showing a 40minute long film in the Eames IMAX
Theater entitled "Titanica." This film,
made by Stephen Low during a 1991 expedition of the ship, traces the ship and
the tragedy connected with its maiden
voyage. The Museum has found almost
every means to teach visitors this history.
Pacific Science Centei is open from
10 a.m. until 5 p.m. weekdays as well as
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. weekends. For more
information about the exhibit or questions concerning Pacific Science Center,
call (206) 443-2001.

The bow of the infamous RMS Titanic shown while construction was being
done on the ship in the Harland and Wolff shipyards in Belfast, Ireland.

Hey, Seniors!! It's not too late to submit your
pictures to the yearbook office. The pictures
don't need to be professional!

Now at all Planned Parenthood

health centers
Ii you've missed a period or think
you're pregnant, don't wait.
Find out. Our medical staff
can help.
Totally confidential.

NOW AT SEATTLE REP
Now through March 17

lust walk in.
Have your results in mint Acc
Look in white Ales or check out our wink:* for center
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"Both beautiful and sinister.
Both funny and dangerous...

nem 'oil,

Planned Parenthood"

1-800-230-PLAN
www.ppww.org

0
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VIRTUOSO DISPLAYS
OF THEATRE ARTS."
- Seattle P-I
"The Rep's delightful production
OVERFLOWS WITH
LOVE AND LAUGHTER..."
- seattle.citysearch.com

By William Shakespeare
Directed by Sharon Ott

"Hoyle's Bottom is one of
the RIB-TICKLING JOYS"
-Seattle Times

LIVE AND LEARN
JAPANESE!

SPONSORED IT

Kreielsheimer

Foundation

The Waseda Oregon Programs take North American and international students to
the prestigious Waseda University, Tbkyo, Japan for academic programs of Japanese
language•and comparative US-Japan Societies study:
Waseda Oregon Summer Japanese Program .
July 5 - August 17, 2001
Waseda Oregon Transnational Program
January 15 - June 23, 2002
Scholarships of up to 51000 arc available for the ' Ihinsnational Program, l'or more
infOrmation, contact:

Waseda Oregon Office
Portland State University
www.w-asedaoregon.org
(800) 823-7938

4t. triktix .

UNDER 25?

ONLY $10!

FOR TICKETS CAU.: 206-443-2222
OUTSIDE SEAM:. 817-900-9285
TICKETS ONLINE WWW.SEATTLEREPORG
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Are
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Movie
Theaters
OUT OF BUSINESS?
By Jason Golden

N

of too long ago, a single dollar bill
could finance a trip to the theaters.
Yes, a mere 65 years before now, my
grandparents watched "Gone with the
Wind" in the theaters with the pocket
change they could gather on the
counter. It didn't matter what time of
day it was, or even how old they
were: everyone was five to 10 cents.
But things have changed.
Now, an evening out to the theaters does more than
just empty your pockets. It turns the pockets inside out,
cuts them off and sells the fabric to some
manufacturer who's going to sew it in the
theater seat in which you sit.
At the same time, two important societal
statistics move at a very similar pace:
inflation and technology.
Consider the price of going to a movie
today. An evening general admission ticket
likely averages $8 per person. Top that with
the exorbitant price of refreshments. Candy
costs upward of $3, popcorn $3-4 and a
soda to wash it down for $3. Some quick
math reveals a trip to the movies for two
with a single round of refreshments
conservatively costs $25.
At prices like these, the movie companies should be making a fortune, right?

It is strange that establishments taking in so much
money would have a hard time staying in business. Take
into consideration the two local theaters that closed
since school began this year. General
Cinemas on 38th Street closed as part
of a corporate decision to shut down
more than 50 theaters nationwide.
Yes, home to the Saturday midnight
"Rocky Horror Picture Show" went out
of business suddenl. And did you notice
the most recent closing? Cineplex Odeon's
theater on South 23` d street (next to Top
Foods, on Alder St.) closed
its doors this week.
It begs the question: What's
driving these local theaters out
of business?
While movie theater prices run
rampant ahead of a reasonable
inflation rate, technology has been
moving along as well. Over the last five
years, DVDs have quietly solidified
themselves as the next generation
standard of home video.
Been to an online e-tailer lately?
Popular sites like Amazon.com and
Borders.com carry a huge selection of
DVDs for online purchase, with most
costing $18-25. Local stores like Best

00000

Buy and Circuit City sell a reasonable selection of DVDs
for $13, a bargain compared to the price of going
to the theaters.
Selection has not been a problem lately
either. The Motion Picture Association of
America (MPAA) estimates there are 12,000
DVDs on the market now. Most important,
however, is the manner in which they
arrive to the market. The MPAA estimates
that 70 percent of new home video
releases introduce both a VHS tape and
DVD at the same time. Also, movie
studios are capitalizing on another
release of older movies that were
only originally available on the
antiquated VHS tape by selling
DVDs of them. Recently-released DVDs
include "Platoon" and "Termintor 2." Both are
movies that have long since exhausted their VHS sales,
but are thriving again on DVD sales.
Video rental companies like Blockbuster and Hollywood Video are supporting the movement for DVD.
Selections are growing constantly. In fact, the Blockbuster on 6 th Avenue has an entire row of empty shelves
in the DVD section in apparent anticipation of expansion.
Is there a possibility that the growing acceptance of
DVDs and the expensive ticket prices, accompanied by
closing theaters, are related? Would people really be
trading in the big screen for five-inch disks?

2/22/01
e Silver Screen
• A movie theater has its own fine amenities. Most
ap arent is the large screen. Realistically, there's no
ssibility of ever having a screen that large in any of our
ev ntual homes, let alone any campus housing. There's
de initely something to be said for watching a movie on
th silver screen. Remember when the original "Star
s" came back to the theaters four years ago? For a
ge eration that missed its original release in theaters, it
tr ly was a treat to watch the Millennium Falcon scream
ac oss the galaxies on the
la ge screen.
Did I say scream?
Hi w would we know that
GOING TO THE
hout a good sound
sy .tem? While some
THEATER IS NOT
ho ses have fantastic
TOO DIFFERENT
ho e theater sound
sy terns, most don't have
FROM GOING TO
m re than small speakers
eluded on the television. THE PARK OR THE
Most theaters have great
ZOO: THEY ALL
sound systems that bring
the full intensity of the
PROVIDE A CHANCE
movie right to you. My
TO GET AWAY FROM
ears still ring from the last
time I heard that annoying
LIFE WHEN IT BEfiX sound test before an
COMES ALL TOO
ep'c film.
Certainly the biggest
MUNDANE.
att action for theaters is
th y are the first place to
ge new movies. They are
h volume establishm nts, and movie studios look to that when they release a
fil . Movie making is a business, after all. They count on
pe ple paying for watching it in the theaters and buying
th movie later.
The theater also provides a place to escape. If we
e trapped in our rooms all day and then we had to
s a there to watch a movie, we might go insane. The
hu an mind is far too busy to sit in the same environm nt for hours on end. Actually, going to the theater is
no too different from going to the park or the zoo: they
all provide a change to get away from life when it
becomes all too mundane.
• A lot of the newer theaters are delivering innovative
ideas to make the theater experience even better. For
example, Lakewood Cinemas is a piece of the supercinema movement to bring 17 movie screens to one
place. In the theaters, plush cockpit chairs put viewers in
luxury. Well, at least compared to older theater seats,
liken and with paper-thin padding. And the armrest?
Lakewood Cinemas' move up and out of the way,
eliminating the middleman in a romantic date. Seeing the
screen is not a problem thanks to the newer
stadium-style seating where seats ascend
ab ve the one in front of it, a blessing to
an one that's sat behind a guy with a head so
b you could swear he did Jack-in-the-Box
co mercials.
But with every pro comes a con. I've
alr ady discussed the expense that just a
co ple will have to endure. Just think of how
tha could be amplified by a family of four.
WIR ng to a public place like a theater can be
somewhat disenchanting and uncomfortable
as well. From time to time the temperature
will be far too extreme in the theater. Additionally,
irritating noises can be tiresome. It's very tough to get
into the intensity of "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon"
vkn a little child is kicking your chair from behind, or
Men someone has a horrible hacking cough or, worst of
all, someone feels compelled to answer their cell phone
in Ole theater.

•

•

Circular Revolution
.Home video brings a whole new set of possibilities.
TIT benefits of home video are very nearly the opposite
of the theater. Two major advantages are the most

FEATURES
apparent: the pause button and the rewind button.
The pause button must be the greatest thing to
hit entertainment since the puppet was invented.
Being able to pause the action of a movie at any
point to do any number of things is the ultimate
in convenience. How often have you paused a
movie to get some more pizza or quickly use
the bathroom?
More important than that, however, is
the rewind button. By having a rewind
button in the first place implies that you
own a copy of the movie. Thus, being
able to rewind allows you the freedom
to watch the movie whenever you want.
Try doing that at a theater.
The negative side of home video emphasizes the
positive side of the theaters. Even with the largest of televi-

It's an argument that comes right down to the very nature
of the viewer. Are you a movie buff who likes to see the film
ASAP, or will you wait the extra time, pay half the price and
get twice the stuff you would have at the theater?
Certainly this makes sense on a college campus.
With a healthy number of computers coming
DVD players and the cost of the players coming down
significantly in the last year, it's not unreasonable to
anticipate a college community having and enjoying
DVD's. Why not? College students are, by stereotype,
short of money all the time. If the investment of a DVD
stretches for years to come, why would anyone go to the
theaters anymore?

DVDs' Impact

Probably the most crucial question takes a step beyond
that: are DVDs really
putting movie theaters
out of business?
In our community,
it very well might be
true. Easy online
access, rental availability and means to play
the discs all contribute
to a high number of
students waiting for the
DVDs. They're a great
medium to share with
friends, and younger
generations prefer the
extras that come on the
DVD. If they're
waiting for the DVD to
own or rent, are they
going to head to the
theater? Likely, the
answer is no.
Overall, however,
it's unlikely that DVDs
are putting the traditional movie houses out
of business. Historical
tradition keeps the
theaters packed night
after night. Also, as
long as movie companies keep sending the
films to theaters first,
any form of home
sions, the same video size of the theaters just can't be
video will always come second, and
obtained at home. Also, home video releases tend to be
people will pay to see what's first.
months behind the theater releases. In fact, the wait can
Digital theaters were installed in
sometimes be agonizing for a video release.
New York earlier last year. While they
still command a high-ticket price to
pay
for the technology, the ability to
New Video Storage
ARE YOU A MOVIE download movies into the theater
DVDs continue to establish their domicreates a beautiful image (no dust or
nance in the home video market. A DVD is
BUFF WHO LIKES TO
cut marks on the film anymore) and a
technically known as a Digital Versatile Disc,
SEE THE FILM ASAP,
cost reduction for not having to buy
and versatile it is.
multiple reels. Moreover, the possibilIn many respects, a DVD is a lot like a
OR WILL YOU WAIT
ity of downloading all the DVD
CD. The both are five-inch discs, are put in
THE
EXTRA
TIME,
specific
extras could become a regular
similar machines to play, and have that
feature after the film.
reflective surface on them that lasers read. A
PAY HALF THE PRICE
But digital theaters will be a slowtypical DVD has the capacity to store about
AND GET TWICE THE
moving technology, and the theater s
seven times more than a CD, making them
may never embrace the whole idea of
perfect for storing the large movie files.
STUFF YOU WOULD
providing more than the film alone.
However, the feature that's making DVDs
DVDs will have an increasing
HAVE AT THE THEso popular is what else can be stored on a DVD. Along
place in the home video market, but
with a 133 min. movie per side, eight other language
ATER?
they have a long ways to go to
tracks and 32 subtitle tracks can be added.
overtake the movie theater industry.
Usually other neat features take up this capacity
The small discs have certainly
instead. On a fair number of newer DVDs the producers
introduced several elements: crystal
include things like the original movie trailer, outtakes,
clear freeze frames, no rewinding and
cast biographies, music videos and even entire audio
tons of extras on the disc. Movie
tracks with director commentary over them.
theaters may never match these add-ons, but theaters will have
Up till now, these extras were never included with a VHS
to do their share of innovation to keep people coming in the
release. There was rarely room left on the tape for anything else
door. I just hope there's a place to go sit and watch a movie in
besides the movie. Suddenly, DVDs are challenging theaters to
the near future.
something they may never have: all the bells and whistles.
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Logger Tennis sweeps Seattle University,
has high expectations for upcoming season
AARON FUNG

Staff Writer
After taking respectable third and fourth place finishes last
spring, the UPS tennis program is once again aiming for success in the Northwest Conference.
On the men's side, age and experience dominate .the
team,with seven upperclassmen out of the nine players. The
reins of leadership will fall into the capable hands of the
three captains: junior Andy Loveless, a returning 1st team
all-conference player, and seniors Paul Kelley and Robbie
Cuningham. The teamis also coming off a rocky transition
year, with the loss of four crucial players: Andrew Peterson,
Eric Muller, Mike Hartshorn and Rob Weingeist, who was
UPS's number 1 player last year.
The women's team is a different matter. Having lost only
one player to graduation, this year's team will feature senior
captain Mel Hiramoto, leading a team plentiful with youth.
Four freshmen and three sophomores will be the foundation
of a 12-player lineup. The graduation of Kirsten Bounds, a
second team all-conference player and NWC sportswoman
of the year, will hurt the team. But sophomore talent Jade
Lin-Wong will play the number 2 spot, and freshman Annie
James will bolster the lineup at the number 3 singles spot.

Video Games

The UPS men's and women's tennis teams opened their seasons Friday, Feb. 19 and Saturday, Feb. 20, with a sweep of
Seattle University.
On Friday, the men took on the undermanned Redhawks
and pulled out a 4-3 victory. With only five players, Seattle
forfeited the sixth singles and the third 'doubles matches. With
a win at the first doubles position, Loveless and Kelley captured a vital doubles point. The duo also recently won the UPS
open doubles tennis tournament, beating four Pacific Lutheran
teams in a row to take the title.
In the singles, Loveless, Kelley and junior John Greves put
up great struggles at the number 1, 2 and 5 singles spots, but
all fell in three sets. Loveless lost to Ram Hernandez, 6-7, 6-3,
6-4, Kelley fell to Hiro Watanabe, 6-3, 1-6, 6-4 and Greves
lost 3-6, 7-5, 6-2. Cuningham and junior Matt Lovseth won
their matches at number 3 and 4 singles, and freshman Kyle
Rohner won his match by default at number 6 singles.
"Our experienced number 1 doubles team [of Loveless and
Kelley] is playing exceptionally well. Our inexperienced
younger players are starting to come up with big victories,"
Cuningham said.
The next day, after the men's close win, the women also
came - through in the lower singles matches to take the match
5-4. Again, Seattle defaulted the number 6 singles and the num-
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ber 3 doubles matches. The Redhawk women were strong at
the top, but depth proved to be the crucial element. Hiramoto
and James lost in straight sets at number 1 and 3 singles to
Melisa Biscayno and Shanan Ianizzi, respectively, and lost at
the number 1 doubles spot to the same pair.
Wong lost a three-set heartbreaker 6-4 in the third set, but
came through to take the number 2 doubles 8-4 with freshman
Holly Frank. Frank helped spark the singles victories with a 62, 6-0 demolition at number 4 singles. Junior Hillary Schenk
took the number 5 match with a 6-1, 6-4 win and senior Kate
Fusillo had a walkover at number 6 singles.
"Today's match was a good way to kick off the season. It
doesn't really count [as much as conference match], but it's a
good confidence booster," Frank said.
The men will play back-to-back matches this Saturday,Feb.
24, at 9 a.m. against Lewis and Clark and then again at 3 p.m.
against Pacific University. Next they will face NWC powerhouse Pacific Lutheran Wednesday on Feb. 28, at 3 p.m. All
matches are at home in the UPS tennis pavilion.
The women play a triple-header this weekend, starting Friday, Feb. 23, in Newberg, Oregon,against George Fox at 3:30
p.m. They play again Saturday, February 24, at Portland, against
Lewis and Clark at 9 a.m., followed by another match at 3:30
p.m., against Pacific University in Forest Grove, Oregon.
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Becoming a little too realistic?

DAVE ABBOTT

Sports Editor
I love video games. Especially the sports variety. You know, the ones today where they put
that incredible detail into the gameplay. The modern miracles of technology allow us to watch
Randy Moss raise the roof in animated touchdown celebrations, or Vince Carter supply a pat
of encouragment on the backside for Antonio Davis after a missed free throw. The designers
seem to account pretty well for the mannerisms and actions of sports stars today — that is,
what our beloved pro athletes do in actual
competition. But I've started thinking,
"Why not go a step further and put some
real detail into what athletes do, on and
off the playing field."
A couple ideas I've tossed around:
Maybe, in pregame introductions, Shawn Kemp — all 350
plus pounds of him — could be
accompanied by his nine and counting illegitimate children. (to enhance the family
gaming aspect)
Maybe O.J. Simpson, Ray Lewis and Rae Carruth could team up in a revolutionary 3 vs. 12 battle. Not on the gridiron, though. Yes, convicted killers versus a jury
of their peers. (note: O.J. cannot be defeated in this version)
Maybe Reggie White, after a key quarterback sack, can unleash his signature

Maybe a new game can be created — "Ungodly rich, talented, handsome and lucky superstars." This obviously includes Alex Rodriguez and Derek Jeter in their wild adventures as
they hit home runs for $2.5 million a pop, get worshipped by thousands of adoring fans and
trade supermodel girlfriends. (nevermind, you'll never even get close to playing this game)
Maybe coaches can become a little more involved in video games. I'm thinking a "Goodfellas"
theme with Pat Riley, John Calipari and Rick Pitino, where the f-word is screamed 243 every
game. (Armani suits and hair gel must be worn to acquire full effect)
Maybe, on a more serious note, there could be a women's professional sports game, like
WNBA 2K1 or something. The only problem will be to figure how to keep Dennis Rodman out
of it. (you know how he loves dresses)
Maybe Roger Clemens can endorse his own personal baseball game — "Raving pyschopaths
who try to impale Mike Piazza with a broken bat." (can anyone tell me what he was thinking?)
Maybe I'll just stick to playing the video games I already have.

•

COUNSELING HEALTH AND WELLNESS SERVICES

Maybe, in pregame introductions,
Shawn Kemp...could be accompanied
by his nine and counting illegitimate
children.
move, "The Preacher" — a fiery oratory on the evils of homosexuality. (Bible not
included)
Maybe, in addition to easy, medium and hard modes of gameplay, a couple more
types could be included: Quitter and Jerk Mode. In Quitter Mode, Scottie Pippen
and Kerry Collins inexplicably give up on their teams in crucial situations. Jerk
Mode includes Barry Bonds and Jeff Kent, among others, berating everyone around,
including you playing the game. (Coming soon: Reefer Mode, starring Isaiah Rider)
Maybe Gary Payton, Latrell Sprewell and Albert Belle, when infuriated by lesser
teammates, uptight coaches and dugout water coolers, can be activated by the
"blowup button" to unleash senseless violence on the unlucky party. (Bonus: Belle
throws water on female NBC reporters!)
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KNOW YOUR NUMBERS

Most Puget Sound students
(67%) have 4 or fewer drinks*
when they party.

98% would support another
student's decision to call for
medical assistance in the event
of possible poisoning
Numbers Based on survey data collected by Counseling, Health and Wellness Services (2000)
*1 drink = one 12 oz beer, 4-5 oz wine, 1.5 oz hard liquor
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Winter Sports Recap: Basketball,
Swimming wrap up conference play
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Loggers Season Comes To An End:
The Puget Sound men's basketball
season came to an abrupt end on Saturday night despite a 108-76 victory over
George Fox. The Loggers needed a
Lewis and Clark College win over
Whitworth to advance to their first-ever
Northwest Conference men's basketball
tournament but it didn't happen. The
Whitworth Pirates downed Lewis and
Clark 66-63 and earned a trip to the Division III tournement.
The Logger men finished in fourth
place with an 8-8 league mark and a 1410 overall ledger.
"We were all disappointed to fall one
game short of play-offs; however I
couldn't be more proud of our team's
continued development," said Head
Coach Joe Callero. "They displayed
sportsmanship, great intensity and unselfishness throughout the season."
The season was filled with outstanding performances including a 6-0 start
to the year, the best for a Logger men's
team since 1980. The Loggers, picked to
finish 5th in the NWC, were contenders
for a top three spot all season long. The
Logger winning record was the first since
the 1993-94 season.
Four senior members of the Logger
men's basketball program played their
final games for the Loggers on Saturday.
They have been the foundation for bringing Logger basketball back among
league contenders. "Seniors Tom Lynch,
Craig Henneberry, Jeff Carlson and Ryan
Boyle should be credited for a fabulous
finish to a good season," said Callero.
The four will be tough to replace, as
they combined for an average of 49
points and 24 rebounds per contest for
the Loggers this season.
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Women's basketball season is in the
books, and the Loggers finished in 4th
place in the Northwest Conference with
a 9-7 record and a 16-8 overall mark.

It was a tremendous comeback season for the Loggers, who struggled to a
losing overall record a year ago. The
Logger team finished with its best winning percentage in school history (16-8,
.667), the all-time best free throw shooting percentage in a season, (436-590,
.739) and matched the second lowest
defensive average in school history at
61.9ppg.
Julie Vanni and Tina Garrett both had
exceptional years. Vanni contributed 17
double-double performances this season
while Garrett had seven 20-plus point
games for the Loggers. Vanni ended her
junior campaign just 9 points shy of
1,000 career points. Vanni looks to be
the Logger's team leader in the 2002
basketball campaign.
It was not, however, a two-person
show for the Loggers, who had major
contributions from a variety of people.
Senior Erin Dahlgren was a major defensive force while Courtney Leybold
took over the point guard spot and led
the Loggers to a league-leading turnover
margin. The play of Angie Cashman,
sophomore Allison McCurdy and freshmen Jen McLuen and Sarah Genasci, and
Angie Cashman also helped make a difference with a display of depth and tenacity that led to the great year.
Said Head Coach Suzy Barcomb, "In
retrospect we accomplished every preseason goal that as a team we established.
We finished above 500 in the NWC with
a 9-7 record. We earned 16 wins with an
overall record of 16-8. Five of our losses
were to nationally-ranked teams while
two losses were at the hands of
Willamette, a team that we feel should
be receiving national attention.
"We went undefeated in our tip-off
tournament, placed second in the red division of the Arizona tournament and we
finished in fourth place in the NWC
standings, when we were selected to finish sixth. We had many individual accomplishments over the year and many
team accomplishments. We have a saying on the team, 'together we will and
together we did'. It was so very true this
year," she said.

=MN
LINE
For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Baseball
Feb. 23
Central
Washington
@ Walla
Walla, Wash.
5:30
•

Feb. 24
Whitman
10 a.m.
Prarie
Baseball
Academy
5:30 p.m.
@ Walla
Walla, Wash.

Sophomore Matt Scarlett looks for an opening in the defense
SWIMMING

?".

Junior Julie Vanni brings the ball up the court earlier this year

Puget Sound won its fifth consecutive
Northwest Conference women's title and
the men placed second in the NWC
Swimming Championships Feb. 15-17 in
Olympia.
The women took the lead early in the
first day of competition and never looked
back as they cruised to victory with 797.5
points. Whitworth College placed second with 680.5 points and Linfield College earned third place with 444 points.
Rounding out the women's competition
were Willamette with 344.5, Pacific
Lutheran with 332.5, Whitman with 320
and Lewis and Clark with 165.
The men's race was tight, as Puget
Sound and Whitworth were tied after the
first day of competition at 178 points
apiece. Whitworth took took a 30 point
lead on day two, but a strong performance by the Logger men on day three
brought Puget Sound to within 13.5
points heading into the final event, the
400 freestyle relay. Whitworth's men
won the event to secure the title, finishing competition with 613 points. The
Loggers finished a close second overall
with 589.5 and Linfield captured third
with 527. Rounding out the men's team
scores were Pacific Lutheran with 475,
Willamette with 429, Whitman with
251.5 and Lewis and Clark with 94.
Mari Gantner led the Logger women
with two individual titles. Gantner outtouched Willamette's Jessica Ford on
Thursday in the 50-yard freestyle in a
time of 25.36 to earn the Loggers their
first individual title of the meet. On Saturday night, she beat teammate Krista
Prescott to the wall to win the 100-yard
freestlye in a time of 54.18. Prescott finished in a time of 55.39 for second.
Donella Ardian was also an individual
champion for the women tying
Whitworth's Marta Holsinger in the 100yard butterfly. Holsinger led the first 75
yards, but Adrian surged ahead, eating
away at Holsinger's lead and pulling
even with 10 yards to go. Adrian and

Holsinger both touched at 1:00.60 to
share the individual title.
Carla Fellers won the 100-yard backstroke title beating Whitworth's Megan
Haley in a time of 1:00.96.
Kate Reynolds won the 1650-yard
freestyle in an exciting race with
Willamette's Nadia Markovchick. The
two were even for the majoity of the race
with two moves by Reynolds being answered by Markovchick. Reynolds' third
attempt at taking the lead was successful
as she held Markovchick off for good
earning the 1650 title in 18:31.36.
Puget Sound's women won the 800yard freestyle relay behind the efforts of
Fellers, Emily Cares, Melissa Clark and
Adrian. The women won the event in a
time of 7:55.01, setting a new meet
record by one-hundreth of a second. The
previous record was set by Whitworth
College last year. The 400-yard freestyle
relay team also won behind Fellers,
Gantner, Clark and Cares in a time of
3:36.34, setting a B-cut standard time.
Andrew Caruthers won the only individualivent for the men winning the 200yard backstroke in a heat that produced
three B-cut times. Caruthers out-touched
Whitworth's Ryan Freeman and
Linfield's Nathan Muti to win the event
in 1:54.53. Caruthers posted B-cut standard times in both the preliminary heats
and finals.
Other notable swims for the men came
from Ryan Bennett and Kevin Cooley.
Bennett placed 2nd in the 200-yard
breaststroke (2:09.99) posting a B-cut
time. He also placed 3rd in the 200-yard
IM (1:58.75) and the 100-yard breaststroke (59.51) to help keep the Loggers
within striking distance of Whitworth.
Cooley swam significantly faster than he
has all year shaving :06 seconds off his
500-yard freestlye time (7th- 4:57.88),
:03 seconds off the 200-yard butterfly
(3rd- 1:57.44) and :01 second off the 100yard butterfly (3rd- 53.47).
The Loggers now wait to hear who will
get an invite to the national meet in Buffalo, N.Y - courtesy of UPS Athletic Department

•

Feb. 25
St. Martins
@Walla
Walla, Wash.
10 a.m.

Skiing

Feb. 22-24
USCSA
Regional
Championship
@ Park City,
Utah

Men's Tennis
Feb. 24
Lewis &
Clark
@ Home
9 a.m.
Pacific
University
@ Home
3 p.m.

Women's
Tennis
Feb 23.
George Fox
@ Newberg
Ore.
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The Trail

EDITORIAL POLICY

Letters
to the Editor

The Trail encourages all readers to respond to articles or important issues by writing a
letter to the editor. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Opinions Editor. The Trail reserves the right to edit or refuse any letters that are
submitted for publication. All letters must have a signature, full name and phone number
and are due no later than 6 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be dropped off on the envelope
on the door to WSC 011, e-mailed to trail@ups.edu or delivered through the mail.

The Puget Sound Trail
University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner St.
Tacoma, WA 98416
trail@ups.edu

Accepted program to Event upholds students' freedom of expression
to educat children in To the Editor,
I would like to respond to Mr. George Martinson's letter published in the Feb. 15 issue of The Trail. Mr. Martinson
poverty misrepresented began
his letter by stating, "people consciously avoided knowledge of what the festival entailed..." If this is true, they
To the Editor,
I am disturbed by the recent attention our campus has received from Teach For America. I am perhaps more disturbed
that our community seems to accept the claims of this program without critical examination. I have hesitated to raise
my concerns because of the self-serving appearance of such
an action, but I think I have an obligation to point out some
issues to our students who consider teaching. Teach For
America has laudable goals, namely bringing America's most
talented college graduates to teach in some of the nation's poorest schools, but it raises serious ethical questions.
Children in poverty deserve good teachers; it makes a difference in their lives when they receive the attention of welleducated young people. But they deserve teachers with careful and reflective preparation for the classroom as much as
any child of affluence in this country. Teach For America places
their "corps members" in the most demanding teaching situations with a few weeks of preparation. These young people
receive almost no support in these difficult settings and must
figure things out on their own. They must depend on the assistance of nearby colleagues who have insufficient resources
for their own work, let alone for helping a struggling novice.
The opposition of teachers' unions to TFA may make schools
even less hospitable.
Students considering Teach For America should read both
sides of the story before enlisting. The accounts of liberal arts
students' experiences in a recent Daily Princetonian article,
and a longer investigative piece in The New York Times document the failure of Teach For America to give even the slimmest support to their teachers once placed in schools. Many
Teach For America teachers fail to make it to their second year
in the program. Their drop-out rate dwarfs the usual drop-out
rate from the teaching profession. Reprints of both articles are
available in the School of Education, third floor of Howarth
Hall.
Teach For America can turn bright, capable, enthusiastic
people away from a profession they might otherwise find fulfilling. It places additional burdens on schools that are already
struggling to meet the needs of students, and worst of all, places
the future of our neediest students in the hands of poorly prepared educators, albeit talented and well-intentioned. Students
who really want to teach in these schools owe it to themselves
and to their future students to devote some time and attention
to preparation. There are many fine preparation programs including our own. Students should look at these programs carefully and find one that suits their needs.
All our children deserve well-prepared teachers.
Carol Merz
School of Education

did so to their own disadvantage. Cuntfest was hosted as part of an extended approach to the V-Day festivities and in
conjunction with the Theme Year. One of the principles of any theme year is to expand the general campus community's
knowledge about a minority group. The focus of the current theme year is "Crossing Boundaries/Unfolding Identities."
Cuntfest, most assuredly, fulfilled the intent of that focus. Those students who hosted and advertised Cuntfest were not
irresponsible, disrespectful or careless in their actions.
The students who hosted Cuntfest took the opportunity, knowing the content of the festival might be offensive, to write
a letter to the general campus community. They also hosted a forum allowing members of the community to voice
concerns and ask questions about the festival. Additionally, the fliers that were posted throughout the Wheelock Student
Center were explanatory in nature. The students chose to educate the campus community about the history of the word
"cunt" as well as publicize their event.
In his letter, Mr. Martinson asked, "Did the people who put together this program stop to think they might be violating
other people's rights when posting 'Cuntfest'?" The students who hosted and publicized Cuntfest did not violate anyone's
rights—they exercised their own right to expression. No signs were posted mandating attendance at the event, nor was
anyone told that they could not post material expressing dislike for Cuntfest. In my opinion, it is the right to be free from
repression that is of importance. Those students who advertised Cuntfest expressed their beliefs without suppressing the
voice of those who did not agree with them. These students showed respect for the campus community as a whole and
behaved in a very responsible manner. Ultimately the students took care to make Cuntfest an educational event.
I commend the students who hosted Cuntfest for their hard work and the professional manner in which they approached the event.
Jane Brazell
University staff member

Managers respond requests for fair trade beans
To the campus community:
Recently, Diversions Café has received a number of requests to offer fair trade coffee. These requests have even so far
as to portray the café management team as being apathetic to the plight of coffee farmers. For instance, a recent Trail
article made the astute observation that the Diversions Cafe'ffonte products do not bear the label of affiliation with
TransFair USA. Do not be misled by the absence of this stamp to suggest indifference or even opposition to fair trade
coffee. Behind the scenes, the facts are that the Café has been pursuing the introduction of fair trade coffee into Fonte
coffee blends for some time. Fonte has been looking into fair trade bean purchases and it is possible that Diversions Café
will be selling fair trade coffee in the future. We ask that you direct your comments/concerns/questions to the Café
managers rather than at employees of the Café. Please contact us by filling out a comment card (found in the Café) or by
calling our office at x3622.
The Diversions Café managers
Melissa Ivie, Robley Shepard, Scott Bennett and Ariane Gampper

Egg donor ad pressures children to be thin too early
To the Editor,
I can't believe you are accepting want ads for "height-weight proportionate" human eggs!
Now the pressure to be thin begins before conception!
I hope the "loving couple" who placed the ad overcomes their dangerous aesthetic prejudices before they become
parents!
This world has gone mad and is unsafe for children.
Sincerely,
Briallen Hopper

SUZY'S SABBATICAL SLEEP...
tuition increase, la la la
absolute power, Ia Ia la

Crosscurrents
Submissions are due Feb. 23

2/22/01
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Popular culture requires intense scrutiny
JASON RONBECR

Opinions Editor
The reactions I received from my recent
piece on popular culture disturbed me.
People were coming
up to me and telling
me it was one of the
best things I had written and said they thought my points were
strong and valid. Why do I think this happened? Because the collective consciousness
of the masses gets really excited when they
"win" someone over. Conformists +1, rebels
–1. Or maybe not...
Unfortunately, last time I spent too much
time telling my story and not enough time realizing the implications of the supposed conversion. I guess you could consider that part
one, and this part two. (And you can look forward to part three, which is about why I hate
it when people call Britney Spears a slut—
I'm not kidding.)
To briefly summarize from last time: pop
culture is the new religion and, like all religions, it has good and bad qualities. Pop culture distorts reality. That is why it interests me.
That is why it is so dangerous. That is why
people are so easily brainwashed by it.
Since the beginning of time, and especially
throughout the 20th century, people have been
questioning the construct of reality. For many,
resolution has been found in the notion that
reality is what one makes of it, or more simply, perception is reality.
Pop culture feeds on this common belief,
using itself to perpetuate its own idea of what
reality is. This makes pop culture a somewhat
living thing which responds to the climate of
society and current trends. This is why it interests so many people.
Starting in the 1970s, academic programs
to study popular culture have been created at
numerous colleges and universities. I won't

even pretend I have an academic background.
his albums and popularity would not be where essentially control what pop culture is. With
the creation of AOL-Time Warner, now the
However, I do believe that pop culture's they are today. I cannot imagine suburban parlargest media company ever in existence, the
ents letting their children listen to lyrics such
distortion of reality can be detrimental not only
to those who it excludes (i.e. minorities), but as "Don't you get it bitch, no one can hear bits and pieces of reality we are able to receive are filtered more and more.
to those it includes as well, by presenting a you?/Now shut the f*** up and get what's
The people who - head these multinational
comin' to you," if Eminem were black.
pseudo-mirror image of what society is.
In the early 1990s, the nation was in an up- conglomerates have little desire to promote diOne of the more prominent figures in curversity or an exchange of ideas. Their primary
rent pop culture is the hip-hop artist Eminem. roar about "pinta rap" artists such as Snoop
agenda is to maintain the power they have. By,
Countless groups such as the Gay and Les- Dog and Tupac Shakur. As black artists, Snoop
controlling culture itself, these people have
and
Tupac
drew
mostly
black
fans
while
the
bian Alliance Against Defamation (GLADD),
the National Organization for Women (NOW) ' white media and police raised hell. The record more power than we can imagine.
Through inherent racism, sexism, classism,
labels threatened to drop the artists numerous
and the National Coalition of Anti-Violence
heterosexism and all other 'isms, pop culture
times, and their artistic expression was seProjects (NCAVP) have protested Eminem and
perpetuates stereotypes and causes us to
his music. He has succeeded in replacing verely limited by eventual self-censorship.
With Eminem, however, the uproar is caus- blindly accept some things (e.g. Eminem, the
Marilyn Manson as the most hated celebrity
Bush election fraud) while at the same time
ing record album sales and immense recogniof our time.
As we have heard countless times, he raps tion. In the early 1990s MTV refused to play close our mind to other things (e.g. the idea
about murdering his wife, raping his mother a large number of "gangsta rap" videos. that racism still plagues the United States).
But now I must return to my article from
and hating "fags." He claims that he has the Eminem, however, has been a TRL staple for
freedom to write music and lyrics about what- well over a year now, meaning he gets hours last time. I was merely trying to argue that one
can accept certain
ever he wants, and, to be honest, I agree with upon hours of air play.
parts of pop culture
him, more or less. It does strike me as ironic, MTV did apologize for
(e.g. *NSYNC) and at
however, that while he takes no responsibility his offensive lyrics by de- Through inherent racism,
the same time realize
for his own lyrics, he dislikes Spears because voting a large amount of sexism, classism, heterosexism
fight against the
she flaunts her sexuality. He has even said
airtime for a special
and all other 'isms, pop culture and
invisible institutions
that he does not want his daughter listening to - about hate crimes, but
created by that culture.
they still gave Eminem perpetuates stereotypes...
her music... that topic is for another article.
Sure, there are some
Eminem the person is not what I dislike the immediate exposure
attempts to diversify
about the Eminem phenomenon. There are he needed to jumpstart
pop culture. Television shows are starting to
his career. Unlike his father, not even Bush
always artists on the fringe who are scorned
has condemned Eminem for his lyrics, (Bush incorporate non-whites into roles that encomby society for their message (even the Beatles
pass more than being a "token minority." Will
were considered evil by some). Pushing the Sr. ridiculed Snoop Dog once on television).
Furthermore, as Kevin Powell observed & Grace, a consistently high-rating television
envelope is the only way to progress ideas and
show, has brought homosexuality into the livduring a recent lecture on campus, Eminem's
create discussion. I (hesitantly) commend
Marshall Mathers LP is the first hip-hop (not • ing rooms of people all across America, and
Eminem for that.
I am disgusted, however, with the way pop R&B) album nominated for an Album of the this is a small step into accurately representYear Grammy award. In a music genre where ing the makeup of society.
culture has made Eminem the anti-hero hero.
Pop culture, in its current white, straight,
Sure, he may be a brilliant rapper, and for that a vast majority of the artists are not white, it
he deserves credit. But how often does criti- seems ironic and too easy for a white man to rich, male incarnation can be pretty cool at
cal acclaim invade the realm of pop culture? be nominated. Pioneering artists such as Pub- times. I admitted that already. Just because
I'm sorry, but Eminem has not been in the lic Enemy and Tupac were never nominated something is cool though doesn't mean it is
Billboard 200 for 38 weeks because he writes for Album of the Year, though their music is flawless. We need to demand accuracy in the
quality music—he is there because of fame just as critically acclaimed as Eminem's. representation of what we see reflected back
Pop culture's ultimate distortion of reality to us as our popular culture. Just imagine how
and obsession by mindless fans.
I honestly believe that if Eminem were not is the way it constantly attempts to promote cool things could be with the input and perthe agenda of the white, straight, rich men who spective of even more groups of people.
white, which most hip-hop artists aren't, that

Greek system continually faces outdated stereo

es

• Members include dancers, musicians, athletes and other diverse students
BRYHN IRESON

Contributing Editor
As an active and vocal member of
the Greek system here at UPS, I feel I
would be remiss in letting last week's
disparaging article about my lifestyle
slip past without taking a moment to
respond. In last week's Trail, Robert
Beiser took a swing at something that I
hold dear: the UPS Greek system. He
accused Greeks of being discriminatory and conformist. I disagree with Mr. Beiser. His reasons for slamming the Greek
system make no sense, and he is misinformed and closedminded about many issues.
First, Mr. Beiser asserted that Greeks choose their friends
based on their personalities. I don't have a problem with that
statement. The fact is, everyone chooses his or her friends based
on personality. Where Mr. Beiser goes astray in his argument
is when he says that a person must match personalities with a
Greek organization in order to be accepted. He claims that
Greeks listen to the same music and enjoy the same activities.
This could not be further from the truth. Differences of personality and interest are what make Greek life exciting. We
don't condemn differences; we value them. I listen to punk

music. Across the hall, a brother listens to rap. And at the other
end of the hall, another member listens to trance/techno music. There is no conformity here.
While some members of my fraternity play varsity sports,
others dance for RDG or sing in Underground Jazz. Not only
do we not share interests and personalities, but we actively
seek to add new and stimulating people to our society. Yes,
Mr. Beiser was correct when he said that we take into account
personality when think about new members. But he was flagrantly wrong when he says that we seek conformity and similarity in these personalities.
Mr. Beiser also made the assertion that perhaps a woman
wouldn't be asked to join a sorority because she was a feminist. Are you kidding? I spurn the notion that feminists or any
political radicals are shunned by the Greek system. There are
feminists throughout the Greek system, in both sororities and
fraternities. Women who are in sororities were instrumental in
the production of "The Vagina Monologues," and there is no
better proof than that. In addition, the only male Women's Studies minor at UPS is a Greek, and a self-proclaimed feminist.
The misogyny and sexism of the Greek system is a thing of
the past, and it is time that our critics opened their minds and
realized that fact.
Mr. Beiser also mentioned the "bonds of friendship" that
many Greeks feel within their organization. He even seemed

to say that this common bond might be a good reason to join a
Greek organization. I could not agree more. Whether or not he
realized it, Mr. Beiser pointed out in that line the single best
quality of the Greek system. I have forged friendships here
that outshine any I have ever made before. These friends will
be at my side for my entire life, and will have my unquestioned loyalty. Trite though it may seem, hundreds of UPS
students have been moved and effected by the bonds of brotherhood and sisterhood, and have found it to be beneficial.
I know that Mr. Beiser is not alone in his anti-Greek sentiments. Across the nation, Greeks are taking the brunt of years
of poor choices. Yes, Greeks might once have been discriminatory, but that was decades ago. The days of Animal House
are long gone in the system. Today, the UPS Greek system
includes athletes, scholars, musicians, partiers and couch potatoes. There are Greek gays and lesbians who are accepted by
their houses. We have blacks, whites, Asians, Native Americans and yes, even Hawaiians.
Mr. Beiser said we are narrow-minded. Yet he brazenly
lumped all Greeks into one category, proving that he is actually the narrow-minded one. I challenge him and anyone who
shares his view to open his or her minds. Rather than condemning Greek life based on what your friends say or the media
tells you, be original and find out for yourself. You will be
surprised.
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The Trail

Politicians attacked with unwarranted criticism
AUREA AsrRo

Assistant Opinions Editor
Dagnabit, I'm so sick of America's
obsession with shaking its fingers in
condemnation of anyone who wears a
suit. I'm really going to put the slap
down on the next college student, union
member or old person who stands up and
yells, "Fight the man!" I know it's easier
to blame whichever name has been floating through U.S. News and The New York Times for your
own self-inflicted problems, but let's take a minute to understand the truth behind these modern favorites for common condescension. Perhaps, even, to give our prominent authority
figures an ion of credit (gasp).
I invite friends into a discussion about ex-President Bill
Clinton but receive nothing but a few muffled snickers and
cocky guffaws. Before I can slip away, I'm thrown into a whirlwind of sassy political jabs and rather grotesque implications
on his personal life. It's sad that the younger generation knows
Clinton not for his admirable eagerness to please (no pun intended) or determination with environmental protection, but
instead his promiscuity and where he puts his Cubans.
You ask someone a little more mature, more partial to Time
than The National Inquirer (but still not entirely well-read)
and you generally get the same twisted "that man was a whore
and I paid for it" mentality. He lied to the country, he displaced White House credibility, he threw Americans into a long,
drawn-out partisan battle worth millions in tax payers' money,
they say. Of course, we never admit that we would have offered the same white lie to protect our family and friends if in
his predicament.
We become a silly entourage of those evil paparazzi
wannabes intent on nailing him only to build an imperial media cult then leaking the story to certain stupid Democrats hungry to blow the event out of proportion to achieve name recognition and political publicity. Perhaps we should instead be
impressed with his ability to successfully fight impotency at
50. Who wants a slug for a president, anyway?
Starr and that slew of ignorant women were the real factors
behind the chagrin of our country. Instead of getting all hot
and bothered with such pettiness, we really should have stuffed

his tax plan, not name-calling, you might see that although it
Tripp into a wheelbarrow and wheeled her out of the country
does give the rich a substantial tax break, promotes saving,
in the very beginning.
I don't remember the common folk applauding Clinton on which, according to basic principles of economics, increases
the amount of revenue in circulation (supply of loanable funds,
his ability to maneuver between right and left with the 1993
lower interest rate, etc.) making things peachy cream in the
budget deal, the fact that there was a surplus by 1998, how he
long run.
helped establish crucial free trade NGO's, prevented Newt
I may be idealizing this a bit, but in a recent Gallup poll,
Gingrich from destroying Medicare and won a second term. If
Clinton wasn't doing anything right to provoke such a robust people were asked who their favorite presidents have been and
the most (18 percent) said Ronald Reagan. Reagan had also
economy (which I attribute to Alan Greenspan and technology), it sure goes to show he wasn't doing anything wrong. proposed an unprecendented tax cut and ultimately, we prospered. Lower-income brackets get a break as well and, deThe fact that so many blamed Monicagate in 1998 on their
pending on what you make of it, every little bit counts, so your
lack of a Lexus and white picket fence reveals how grossly
bitterness is unwarranted. Honestly, ask yourself if it is the
simple-minded we are.
fault of every suited politician corporate executive that you
Let's move on to the new White House icon, George "stop
knocking my IQ" Bush. His victory shows it doesn't take a don't drive a Mercedes.
It's frustrating to be in a culture that continually shifts the
genius to rule the country, just political savvy, charm and, quite
frankly, as long as he doesn't incite me to riot, I refuse to de- responsibility towards authority figures. I was discussing the
state's proposal of light rail last weekend with Wash. state senanounce his authority. However, I'd like to denounce the rest of
y' all that use this man's name interchangeably with other four tor Ken Jacobsen who couldn't help but shake his head in the
impossibility of mastering a
letter words. Why? What has he
volatile and uniformed public
done to you? I remember how for
opinion.
In '98, he was cona week everyone on this campus
I'm
not
saying
our
political
pundits
are
fronted
by
a car salesman fuberated Bush on his "fuzzy math"
rious
about
the new excise
allegation of Al Gore's statistics. perfect—nothing's ideal—but don't pin
tax.
He
ranted
and raved at
This phrase cast him into the epiJacobsen in public about the
center of condescension by both the blame of your failures on whoever's
cumbersome infringement of
students and late night talk shows.
hogging the news sat the time.
another cost the state governIf we had the humility to check,
ment conspired against him
Gore's "math" was often, in actuwith. Apparently, this limited
ality, "fuzzy," so-to-speak. Gore's
the amount to which he could hike up the costs on new cars
strategy to pursue an air of factual breadth and intelligence to
because he had to incorporate the excise tax. After all his ancompensate for Bush's lack thereof, gave way to a spewing of
inconsequential numbers allowing him to be attacked by crit- gry huffing, Jacobsen asked him if he had supported referenics anal enough to track down the data and call him on a mis- dum 49 to which the man responded positively. He then reminded this guy that 49 had been in support of the excise tax.
placed decimal.
Good job, genius.
Instead of questioning Gore's accuracy, we mocked Bush.
I'm not saying our political pundits are perfect—nothing's
Bias before research is dangerous, people. I would know. How
many of us looked into the different tax plans and did some ideal—but don't pin the blame of your failures on whoever's
math of our own? For the love of God, someone please tell the hogging the news at the time. For all the griping we do about
the government, it's interesting to see 98 percent of the open
lower-income community to stuff their incessant gripes about
seats in Congress this year won by incumbents. In response to
getting the short end of the stick on Bush's tax proposal. It
the continuous 'deluge of unfounded complaints about those
hasn't even been implemented!
When you invest the time into objective consideration of running the country, sit down and put a sock in it.

ASUPS candidates fail to campaign effectively
Posters ineffective, fliers lack information, speeches boring
RAYNA FLYE

Staff Writer
I'm no Machiavelli but, for a brief moment, I will
attempt to channel his spirit to explain the necessary steps for a successful ASUPS campaign. While
I have no personal experience in this area, I have
been a keen observer of the primary and noticed
what worked and what did not.
In the beginning many candidates flooded
Marshall Hall with butcher-paper signs. While it
may seem to be a good idea, it is not. Nobody actually pays attention to
them. From my own experience in boosting involvement for a club, I
know this to be true. While noble, and certainly the product of a great
deal of talent and effort, the posters are sadly the visual equivalent of
"white noise." Trust me, if you lost, it was not because your poster in the
SUB wasn't flashy enough. Fliers placed on the tables in the SUB are
much more effective.
Speaking of fliers, please be sure to put some actual information about
yourself on the flier. While this may come as a surprise to the ego, many
students may not know who you are, let alone your name or picture.
Believe it or not, people actually tend to vote for people they know. Thus,
it is important to put your name, your picture and what you would like to
achieve on your flier. Catchy pop-culture references should be the attention-getter, not the ad itself.
Adaptability skills are a must. To achieve these, you must actually bring
to your campaign more than one idea and a fair amount of flexibility.
Vary it. Students like to know that you will represent them. Each speech's
message should reflect the environment where it is being given. The speech

given to Anderson/Langdon Hall should be slightly altered from the speech
that is given to University Hall.
A good candidate will go with the flow and play up trendy topics. An
example of this is the communication difficulties between ASUPS and
the administration. Take charge and emphasize your experience with a
certain member, or what you would do differently than the current executives. This is much more effective than pulling a topic from left field
that no one has had much time to think over or get angry about.
Be sure, however, not to make promises that you cannot even begin to
keep. Students are savvy, and this will result in a loss of credibility.
Being an outsider may be a bonus in Washington, DC, but it is a set
back in campus elections. Place emphasis on your leadership positions in
organizations, skills in a certain discipline and especially mention experience you may have had in ASUPS
in the past.
Visit, visit, visit. Making the
"dorm circuit" does not cut it. Visit
as many groups as possible and set
up tables in the SUB about a week
I have big posters
before the election takes place. This
in Marshall Hall
helps voters connect a smile and a
handshake with those aforemenMy fliers have
tioned fliers in the SUB.
Finally, on election day, do not
information about
hover around the area between the
my politics
Info. Center and the voting table.
1 gave the same
It makes you look not only creepy,
speech over and
but unconfident, and makes potenover and over
tial voters uncomfortable.
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Female genital mutilation
must be ended worldwide
CATHERINE CAMBRA

Staff Writer
In some African regions, female sexuality is so feared that 130 million
girls are subjected to a procedure called female genital mutilation (FGM),
or female circumcision. The centuries-old ritual entails removing the clitoris with unsterilized razors and sewing the vagina shut without numbing the affected area with anesthesia. Girls wobble out of the procedure
bawling in excruciating pain and often bleed to the point of hemorrhaging. They're prone to infections and emotional scars for life. The slicing
of their genital region increases the likelihood that their future sexual
experiences will be painful and infrequent.
FGM is a sick, subverted ordinance that severs the life force of every girl coerced into undergoing the custom. Isolationists have long argued that because it's a cross-cultural, cross-religious practice, people from other countries have no right to interfere in stopping the sanctioned
violence against girls. However, many citizens of Africa, independent of outside parties, have
expressed disdain for the ritual, and are fighting for an alternate sacrament symbolic of a girl's
transition from adolescence to womanhood.
Calista Flockhart, a longtime supporter of women's rights and star of "Ally McBeal," accompanied Eve Ensler, the author of the "The Vagina Monologues," to Africa to learn more
about FGM. Their venture to Africa was chronicled by "Marie Claire" magazine. Flockhart
was placed in a screening room to view a film depicting a girl being genitally mutilated and
afterwards reported that she and Eve were screaming out in pain for the girls.
"You hear a girl scream and no one does anything about it—that's something you can't ever,
ever forget," Flockhart lamented in the magazine article.
Despite the evident medical complications, such as sexual frigidity, chronic pelvic problems, a delayed menstrual cycle, genital malformation, urinary infection and retention and a
whole range of difficulties involved due to being exposed to infectious diseases such as HIV,
FGM allows for a grand scope of psychological suffering as well.
The torturous ritual is still accepted by many Africans as a custom for a variety of reasons,
all of which defy common sense. The practice victimizes most girls by the age of three because
villagers reason that if it's completed when they're too young to consciously comprehend the
procedure, they'll be spared further psychosomatic trauma. If a girl lives in a village where the
practice is routine, she is unmarriageable because she's considered unclean, the faulty logic
being that when a woman's clitoris contacts a man's penis, he is endangered.
Apparently, the clitoris is a hotbed of controversy in the U.S., as well. Thanks to Sigmund
Freud, the father of psychology, its been believed until a few decades ago the clitoris destabilized female sexuality. In his book, entitled, "Sexuality and the Psychology of Love," he stated,
"The elimination of clitoral sexuality is a necessary precondition for the development of femininity." And as recently as 1979, Dr. James E. Burt, a practitioner in Ohio, excised women's
clitorises for a decade, brainwashing his clients into believing that it would enhance sexual
pleasure, until his practice was exposed, forcing him to surrender his medical license. With the
influx of immigrants the U.S. faces, the court system has legislated laws just this past year to
condemn FGM.
It's significant to realize that even though FGM is illegal in several African countries and in
the Middle East, the number of girls who endure the ordeal on a yearly basis has not decreased
since the laws were passed. Because FGM practices are rarely brought to the attention of legal
authorities, the government rarely intervenes. It's going to take more than laws to eradicate
FGM. The nation will have to collaborate together to abolish the practice that dehumanizes
women in the worst way. The US has already taken measures to wise out FGM by spreading
the word and organizations have been created to fight for the cause.
For more information, contact The National Organization of Circumcision Information Resource Center (NOCIRC), or visit http://www.fgmnetwork.org/intro/fgmintro.html

Bush's new tax plan slightly flawed
Ta°ffFFWtieGrER
President George Bush's tax relief proposal has a lot of things right
but still leaves something to be desired. Democrats attack the plan for
giving too much to the rich, which holds some truth, though not as much
as they claim. However, some of the more salient points of the plan,
particularly with regard to estate taxes and capital gains, provide all the
wrong incentives. The estate tax should stay. The capital gains rate should
drop significantly.
Although it is true that rich people stand to gain more than the poor
under the new proposal, it might be observed that the wealthy also pay more. It is difficult to
reduce tax rates across the board without seeing effects simply because any percentage of zero
is still zero, and so the poorest are almost untouched by tax rates at any level.
The problem isn't so much that cutting taxes leaves money in the hands of the wealthy, but
rather that certain aspects of the tax structure can encourage money to be used wastefully.
There is all the difference in the world between Bill Gates' money, invested in a growing
company creating wealth and jobs and frequently donated by the billions to charitable organizations, and Ted Kennedy's inherited money that has allowed him for decades to do nothing
but dream up ways to spend other people's money.
When wealth is invested, it isn't being diverted from lower-income people. Money invested
means more jobs and better jobs for the people that need them most. The tax system should be
structured accordingly, so as to encourage investment rather than lavish spending by the rich.
One important way to accomplish that goal is to lower the capital gains tax the rate investors
must pay when their investments make money. Lower rates mean a more attractive investment
climate, since the potential gains are greater. Although it has the air of giving to the rich, there
is no reason to punish the wealthy simply because
they have been successful. Instead, if one were
inclined to pursue such social engineering
President Bush's tax relief
projects, it might be preferable to impose a luxury
tax of some sort to prevent wealth from simply proposal has a lot of things
being consumed.
right but still leaves
The second part of my rant has to do with the
proposed abolition of the estate tax which is levsomething to be desired. The
ied against inherited wealth. There is a legitimate
concern about this tax, in that it can have dispro- estate tax should stay. The
portionate impacts on certain groups. In particucapital gains rate should
lar, people who inherit farmland or other illiquid
assets may find that they owe a great deal of taxes
drop significantly.
but can't take advantage of the inheritance because
it's difficult to sell off, and so owe more than they
can afford to pay or are forced to give up the land at a vastly reduced price.
However, more often we find that large estates are left as cash, stock or other more liquid
assets. In these cases it makes sense to reduce the ability of someone to inherit vast sums
because they have done little or nothing to deserve what they are getting, a fundamentally
different situation from the capital gains tax. There is no reason for such people to live a life of
luxury simply because their parents were successful.
The compromise is simple: allow the estate tax to be deferred indefinitely so long as the
estate isn't liquidated, that is, sold for cash. The tax would then be easy to calculate, based on
the sale value rather than a sometimes unrealistic appraisal. Farmers would no longer be forced
from their land. We also avoid the wealthy children problem. Although it would be possible to
hang on to an inheritance forever, that would typically reflect a situation where it was being put
to good use. If someone inherits a farm and continues to farm it, they are contributing something to society and shouldn't be taxed for it.
These may represent minor changes to the overall proposal, but they are important ones.
They deserve consideration, even if I remain only your favorite conservative crackpot.
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Today is National "Innocent Bystander" Day

Dubyitis plagues nation
D. LAYNE RESULTS
Emergency Correspondent
The American Plague Association
(APA) announced Thursday that a new
strain of the viral infection Dubyitis,
previously seen only in Florida, has
been popping up all over the Northwest.
Its most recent outbreak has been at the
University of Puget Sound, a small liberal arts college known to some as the
"Harvard of the West."
The virus struck late Wednesday,
crippling an election count in progress.
"All of a sudden we just couldn't figure it out," said vote-counter Erin

Smith. "All those marks and stuff were
really confusing."
"Tracking this disease's progress is
great fun," said APA president and
Dubyitis enthusiast G. Herbert Walker.
"It's even better than hunting, offroading or bird-watching."
Scientists testing the disease warn
that no cure will be found for a least
four years, although there is a possibility that dormant and even more debilitating strains could keep surfacing for
as long as eight years.
When reached for comment, President Bush had only this to say: "Welcome to the new America. Yee-haw!"
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Conservationist vs. Conservative
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George W. bush Quote of the Week
im ortant to have a home."
"Home is important.
Taken f rom the New York Times 2/19/01
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